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Why are we on the move again if it’s a fair
question?
Mr. Joyce’s Ulysses
Nothing happens in the public houses.
People drink.
At walking pace.
He went through the narrow alley of Temple




Nothing happens in the
public…
Eoin Ahern on Nothing

































Discover Dublin by Running and Reading
About jj21k The





































































































































James Joyce was born in Dublin on February 2nd 1882. He lived in 14 houses with his family before
he left Ireland for the continent of Europe in December 1902, returning briefly due to the illness and
the subsequent death of his mother. He left Ireland permanently in October 1904 with Nora Barnacle.
This blog post looks at each of these 14 houses, as I cycle to all of them in the chronological order in
which James Joyce and his parents and siblings lived, and in some cases died, in them.
Joyce referenced his families houses throughout his works, notably as places in which Stephen







Man, but also in Ulysses
as places in which
Bloom, Molly and other characters live, work and wander around in.
The Joyce family moved house regularly and they became accustomed to being moved on from









which forms the backdrop of this blog post.
Joyce makes fun of the moving between the various houses in Finnegans
Wake in a passage about
Shawn delivering a letter. In the passage, quoted below, he writes of the difficulties of delivering the










































































































































































































































































































































Wake (p. 420, 421).
jj21k_Joycycle SHARE
0:00:  /   0:47: HD
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In this passage, at least eight of the houses the Joyce family lived in are mentioned, mostly in the





























He also references 60 Shelbourne
Road as 60






indicates that this section with Joyce’s former addresses was
inserted into the transition proofs of Finnegans
Wake sometime in February or March 1928. They
largely went from appearance in the transition proofs to the published work without any amendments
with the exception of minor spelling changes. You can see the insertions by comparing these two
transition proofs here and here.
Joyce’s sister Eileen and her children visited the Joyce family in Paris in late February and early
March of 1928 before returning to Dublin. Perhaps their visit and the associated recollections










Ellmann, there is a list of the addresses that




























































































The list compiled by Ellmann also includes references to trips Joyce made to Cork, Glasgow, London
and Mullingar, as well as the time he spent in Clongowes Wood College. I am concerned mainly with















































These residences are not as central to this blog post, but we do pass all of them on the main part of
this blog, the Joycycle, excepting the fact that the North Strand Road is not in Sandymount.
It is quite difficult to establish exactly where the Joyce family lived, particularly when they lived in and
around the area of Fairview, but there is agreement and easily identifiable sources to verify James
Joyce’s houses in his first and last years in Dublin. Much of these come from letters he wrote or from
a list of houses he said that he lived in, as well as from the works themselves.
As well as the list above in Finnegans
Wake, Joyce had his secretary Paul Léon write from Paris to
Constantine Curran in Dublin on June 2nd 1937, with a list of addresses for Joyce’s biographer





























































There are some houses that are usually included by Joyce’s biographers that are missing from this





























































































Stanislaus remembers nine addresses but lists only seven. It is uncertain what the other two were,
perhaps houses that he lived in after James left Cabra, or perhaps Convent Lane and Richmond
Avenue, which do not feature in James Joyce’s list and for which there are no direct entries in Thom’s
Directories.
These addresses are listed in Richard Ellmann’s biography of James Joyce so perhaps























































































Whatever the case, the stays in Convent and Richmond Avenues were short and are not remembered
by James Joyce himself. Additionally, they are not explicitly referred to in the published works.
Connections
When Joyce left the family home in Cabra, he immediately crossed back over the River Liffey to the
southside of Dublin to 60 Shelbourne Road. In this blog post, I stop at the last house that he lived in
with his family and in particular his mother May, which was 7 St. Peter’s Terrace. On the rare
occasions that he returned to Dublin, he stayed briefly with his father in St. Peter’s Road as well as in
Fontenoy Street and with his Aunt Josephine on the North Strand as well as friends in Dromard
Terrace formerly Strand Road in Sandymount, and famously the tower in Sandycove.  Previously I











which you can read here.
Overview
Joyce was born into relative prosperity in the Dublin suburb of Rathgar in 1882, moved nearby to
Rathmines in 1884, before moving some 20 kilometres south to Bray in County Wicklow, in 1887, at
the age of 5. As the family prosperity declined, they headed north from Bray, into numerous houses in
Dublin, before eventually settling in Cabra on the northern edge of Dublin city.










































































































































Just as James Joyce was called Jim, to his family, John Joyce was known as Jack, such
substitutions being common in Ireland.
Route
Notes
Usually, in this blog site, I create a run around a theme that emerges from Joyce’s life and his writing.
In this instance, in order to travel around all of the houses that Joyce lived in before he left Dublin, a


































James Joyce, Ulysses (p. 587).
I was countrybound, at least in part, So I planned a cycle route, without the side basketcar. I would
make a Joyce cycle, or as I like to call it, a Joycycle.
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Initial Route Map from Google Maps: Shortest Sequential Distance

















Chronology. I have taken the dates listed in this blog post from
Norburn’s book. Where there is an occasional conflict between the books, I note this in the text.
I tried to verify the addresses from original sources myself. I cross checked as many of the references
as possible in Thom’s
Directories from 1846 to 2012, almost all of which are available in the Dublin
City Library & Archive on Pearse Street. Thom’s Directories are an almanac that includes a street
directory for Dublin City and County together with the names of the principal residents of each
property. I traced John Stanislaus Joyce through the directories in the late ninteenth and early
twentieth centuries to track the Joyce family movements.
As well as Thom’s, I delved into the Census of 1901 and 1911, both of which are available online
here. I then went to the Valuation Office in The Irish Life Centre on Abbey Street and then out to UCD
to the Special Collections section of the James Joyce Library and the UCD Richview Library to look
at their collection of maps. I also went to the libraries in Trinity College Dublin.
In the introduction to each of the houses, I have listed the valuation of the houses in 1904 to try and
give a comparative figure between all of the properties. You can see how the valuation generally goes
down as the Joyce family move from house to house.
In this blog, I typically curate a route around points of interest that I find in the writings of Joyce. In
this instance, it is more straightforward as each of the points on the route are determined by where he
lived. In the city, I tried to take the direct point to point shortest routes. In the case of the journey
between Castlewood Avenue and Bray, Bray to Blackrock and Blackrock to Hardwicke Street, I
planned routes that were visually attractive and that I thought Joyce might possibly have used, rather
than by the wider and newer dual carriageways. As well as visiting all of the houses Joyce lived in
with his family in sequence, I also designed into the route a cycle past all of the other houses he
stayed in Dublin, prior to his departure to the continent, and past a number of other interesting Joyce
related places. The shortest route, according to Google in 57.6km. The final route we travelled was
63.54km and took 3 hr 53m according to Runkeeper.
Prior to doing the cycle, I went to all of the houses to take the various photographs as well as getting
a feeling for the areas that the houses are in. When I took the pictures on the southside it was
relatively sunny, particularly when I went out to Bray, and when I went to the northside it was dull and
overcast. So I returned to all of the houses to try and get photographs showing them at their best and
taken in favourable weather. This gives a particular impression of the properties, in some cases
glamming them up, but at least it is for the most part, consistent.


















you will see some
very grim photographs of Dublin and several of the houses including Leoville (p. 21) and 29 Windsor






Printed in black and white, and seemingly taken on dull days, the unpainted plaster facades
photographed in the early 1980’s, by Bidwell and Heffer and the 1960’s by Anderson, long before any
economic uplifts in Ireland, point more directly to what the houses may have been like in Joyce’s
time.
I returned to many of the properties after the cycle, thinking about this blog post. By way of example,
spending hours trying to figure out where 13 Richmond Avenue is today. You can find out below.
The names of the houses and their addresses have sometimes changed, and on occasion have been
demolished. I note these in the text that follows. In each of the house locations, I have included the
Eircode, Ireland’s recently introduced postal code system, as a means of finding them. If you click on
this link https://finder.eircode.ie  you can access the address and map location on the Eircode
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system. Just pop in the relevant Eircode and it will take you to the relevant point on the map. The
Eircodes also work in Google Maps.
I have also included a reference for the what3words address, a system that is both internationally
recognised and extremely easy to use. What3words divide the world into 3m x 3m squares and give
each square a set of unique identifying three English words. I think Joyce might have liked this
system. The combination of words is random but in the reference to 32 Glengarriff Parade, it is
strangely apt. One of the last and least salubrious of the Joyce family houses has a what3words
reference of trades.villa.noble.























James Joyce was born on 2nd February 1882, in the house on Brighton Square, which as most
commentators observe, is actually a triangle. The house was relatively new when the Joyces moved
in, with Brighton Square established as a trust the year before, in 1891. James Joyce wasn’t actually
born in Dublin City. In 1892 Brighton Square was in County Dublin, rather than the City. This was the
case with most of the houses the Joyce family were born and lived in.
In Thom’s
















Rathgar. He holds station in
Thom’s
Directory of 1883 and 1884. In Thom’s
Directory of 1885, he has left Brighton Square.
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It should be noted that Thom’s
Directory for each particular year gives details for the preceding year
as it was published in January of each year, with the information frozen in October of the preceding
year. So if you want information on Dublin in 1904, the Thom’s
Directory to consult is the 1905 edition.
Joyce references Brighton Square in his work as he does most of the houses in which he lived. In the
























When James Joyce was 2 years old he underwent the first of his numerous moves, setting a pattern
that would continue until his death in Zurich in 1941. In this, his first move, he travelled a short
distance, 1.8km northeast to 23 Castlewood Avenue in Rathmines. In John
Stanislaus
Joyce, Wyse
Jackson and Costello (p. 126) say that the reason the Joyce Family moved was one of size, as
Brighton Square was becoming cramped.
Between the first floor windows, you can see a plaque announcing this house as the birthplace of
James Joyce. After a quick selfie with the house and plaque in the background, our journey begins
and Con and I start the short cycle to Joyce’s second home.
House 2: 23 Castlewood Avenue.


















You can see in the picture above that the house at Castlewood Avenue is substantially larger than 41
Brighton Square, being double fronted and two storeys over basement.
Castlewood Avenue is in Rathmines and it was in this house that Joyce’s brother Stanislaus was
born. A pattern was set. For the Joyces, there were to be a lot of houses and a lot of children.
In Thom’s
Directory of 1885, 1886 and 1887, Joyce,
John
esq. is listed as residing at 23 Castlewood
Avenue, Rathmines. His occupation, previously given as the col-gens
office is not listed, perhaps the







Directory of 1888, the house at 23 Castlewood Avenue is occupied by a Patrick Carew.
Joyce,
John












upper. This John Joyce remains in
Richmond Street north for many years, causing confusion for people like me, tracing the Joyce family,
as well as various landlords searching for John Stanislaus Joyce, ever elusive father of James.
Castlewood Avenue, being a relatively short distance from Brighton Square, allowed the Joyce family
to stay in the social structures they were accustomed to, particularly the close family connections of
Joyce’s mother May. The next house in Bray was some 20km away, to the southeast on the coast,
perhaps deliberately chosen by John Joyce to keep his wife’s relatives away.
In Thom’s
Directory of 1888, 1 Martello-Terrace, Strand, Bray is listed as vacant. It was soon to be
filled.
The house at Castlewood Avenue is referenced in the list in Finnegans
Wake, though like many of the











This house is listed for rental online for €6,000 per month and if you are feeling flush, or just curious
you can see the listing here. There is a plaque, which is to the right of the front door. It features in the
listing, noting that James Joyce wrote his first words in this house. As it lists his age as being
between 2 and 5 years old they are perhaps not as meaningful as the words he wrote in the coming
years. We cycle by with the house on our right and onwards towards Bray.
I chose to cycle along the coast to Bray, enjoying the scenery and fresh air. On this leg, we passed
two places that Joyce stayed in. First, we cycled to Dromard Terrace, formerly Seafort Avenue West,
just off Sandymount Green, where Joyce spent the famous night of 16 June 1904, the day on










before cycling along the coast to where Ulysses opens
with the Stately, plump Buck Mulligan on the stairhead in the Martello Tower in Sandycove, now the
James Joyce Tower and Museum. Joyce stayed here for a week in September 1904. For some




















































































































Perhaps living with Joyce for a week seemed like two years, but, by turning him into Buck Mulligan,
Joyce made St. John Gogarty immortal.





























































































































































Giambattista Vico was born in Naples and this view south to Bray Head is often compared to the view
of the Bay of Naples. The view is beautiful, but not so easy to enjoy when you are cycling uphill into a
strong south easterly wind. Once you crest the hill and cycle under the archway at Killiney Hill, it’s
pretty much downhill all the way to Bray.



















The house at Bray was beside the sea, close enough that on occasion the sea water rose to the level
of the front door. It is located at the end of the long seafront, perfect for promenading and for John
Stanislaus Joyce, the proximity to the Boat Club was ideal.
In Thom’s
Directory of 1888, there is no mention of the Joyce family in 1 Martello Terrace which is
listed as vacant. A Vance,
James








Man as living in number 7.
In Thom’s




now at number 4 and Vance,
Mrs. is at number 8. There is no listing in the 1890 Thom’s
Directory for
John Joyce at 1 Martello Terrace either. Mr. and Mrs. Wiseheart are listed at 23 Castlewood Avenue.
Where is John Joyce?
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I am not the only person wondering where the Joyces are. Patricia Hutchins in her wonderful book,
James
Joyce’s
Dublin, thinks (p. 23) that they left Castlewood Avenue for an untraced house before
they got to Bray. If they did nobody seems to remember it.
Eventually, John Joyce appears in Thom’s






listed as living at 1 Martello Terrace in Bray. Perhaps Thom’s, like myself did not quite know where he




of 1 Martello Terrace, Bray has also finally made









James Joyce remembered Bray well and was later to send his daughter Lucia there to stay with her











the life and events surrounding the young Stephen described. In Stephen
Hero, Stephen Daedalus























































































































































His stay in Bray was to prove useful to him, but the stay was again a short ones. Late in 1891, the
Joyce family began their relentless move northwards, stopping first the edge of Blackrock village,
13.2km north from Bray.
We have a coffee and a crepe on the Bray seafront, fuelling up for the cycle back northwards. Much
as there is a cyclical attraction in returning via the Vico Road, there is a long way to go and we cycle
the less visually appealing route through Deansgrange, more in keeping with the Joyce family’s
downbeat journey north.
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There is some disagreement about the dates that the Joyce family lived in Leoville. They may have
moved in late 1891 or early 1892 and leaving possibly late in 1892 or in early 1893. Either way, the






























I can’t quite agree. Located inland, and with two rather than three stories, it looks to me to be a literal,
few steps down. The Valuation Office seems to agree. the house at Bray being valued at 32l the




1891, 23 Carysfort Avenue is listed as vacant. In Thom’s
Directory
of


















really was a man about town.
In the County Dublin section of Thom’s
Directory
of















He has made it, but his first name has not. 

















Confusion could easily ensue.
In Thom’s Directory of 1893, you might expect John Joyce’s first name to appear in the listing for 23
Carysfort Avenue. Instead, the house name has been dropped and the listing simply says. Joyce,
—,
esq. But the good news for him is that he is still listed as Nobility, Gentry, Merchants and Traders







Although his stay in the house at Blackrock was short, it was important as Joyce first started writing
























However positive his beginning to write was, Leoville was the last house on the southside of Dublin,














































































opens with Stephen Dedalus living in Blackrock. It is from here that he goes running in the nearby
park. You can read my blog post, Stephen’s
run round
the





































































Leoville the name of the house at 23 Carysfort Avenue was the name used by Joyce as the residence
of Mrs. Sinico who appears in both Dubliners
and
Ulysses,
though he moves Leoville to Sydney
Parade Avenue in Ballsbridge.
The eastern end of Carysfort Avenue was much changed when the Blackrock Bypass was created in
the 1980s and the adjoining property to the east of Leoville was demolished to make way for the
road.  Leoville has since been subdivided into apartments. The Eircode reference above is for
Apartment 1.
Leoville was to be the last house on the southside of Dublin that the Joyce family lived in, as from

















































































































Joyce wrote happily of his time in Blackrock, the running in the park, the walks with Uncle Charles, all
of this was to change with the move north. The physical distance was relatively short at 10.1km, the
mental distance was to be much greater.
Stephen travels to Dublin on the train, whilst we cycle in along the Merrion Road, thankfully not
lumbering heavily, the crepes from Bray fuelling our cycle. At Ballsbridge we turn down Shelbourne
Road, passing 60 Shelbourne Road where Joyce moved to after he left the family home in Cabra in
1904, renting the large room on the first floor at the front. You can read my blog post, running
















































Oliver St. John Gogarty,
Intimations (p. 39).
It is no longer a quiet road, being a main commuter route in and out of Dublin. We pass 60
Shelbourne Road and cycle into town along Pearse Street, around College Green. We pass over the
River Liffey on O’Connell Bridge, just as the Gabriel and Greta Conroy do in The
Dead.
We don’t stop
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in the Gresham Hotel, continuing around Parnell Square before we cycle past Belvedere College as
we make our way north to Hardwicke Street.
















Having made the significant crossing of the River Liffey, the Joyce family stayed for a short period in a
boarding house in Hardwicke Street.
The Trades Section of the 1893 edition of Thom’s
Directory lists only two Boarding Houses in Dublin,
one in Rutland Square, now Parnell Square, and one in Amiens Street. No Boarding Houses are listed
in Hardwicke Street. There are no Hotels and Proprietors listed on Hardwicke Street either.
In the 1893 Dublin
Street
Directory section for Hardwicke Street, there are 48 properties listed.
Numbers 10, 17, 23, 24, 25, 30, 40, 41, 38 are listed as tenements and 22 and 46 are described as
vacant. The number of tenements and vacant properties gives a direct impression of what the street
was like in 1892. A Mrs Gaynor is listed as being the resident on number 29. She is also listed there in
the 1892 and 1894 Thom’s
Directories and perhaps she was a landlady of sorts.
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John Joyce does not appear in Thom’s
Directory for Hardwicke Street, indicating the short length of
time the family stayed here and their sub-tenancy.
Ordnance Survey Map from 1888 – 1913 showing Hardwicke Street
The boarding house where the Joyce family stayed in 1892, and most of the northern end of
Hardwicke Street, has been demolished. In its place is are blocks of Dublin City Council flats. I have
given an Eircode close to where the boarding house was located. 29 was at the top of the street on
the northwestern side.  It would have been on the left-hand side in the picture above. The boarding
house was close to St. George’s Church, and you can see the flats and the Church in the image
above.
Nighttown was less than 1km away. Heighho,
heighho.
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The family were now northsiders as Joyce’s friend Padraic Colum writes,










































































































































Joyce was to write extensively about the north side of Dublin in this period and to include Dillon











The Joyce family stayed a short time in the boarding house, possibly they moved there at short notice
after an enforced move from Blackrock. When they left in 1892 they moved a short distance away,
just 650m, to Fitzgibbon Street. Dillon Cosgrave (p.46) says that Hardwicke Street was the first home
of the Jesuits in Dublin. Joyce was in good company.
We cycle along Mountjoy Square on our cycle, noting the difference between the open space at Bray
and the dense urban streets and park that characterise this area.
House 6: 14 Fitzbibbon Street.

















Fitzgibbon Street runs northeast from Mountjoy Square to the North Circular Road. It has been
renumbered and the house that the Joyce family lived in is now number 34. Street names and house
numbers in Dublin have often been changed and several houses have been demolished or altered,
making the task of identifying them difficult. Fitzgibbon Street is the first of the renumbered Joyce
houses.
All of the houses on the southside of Dublin have plaques with a reference to James Joyce having
lived there. This house, the first on the northside of Dublin, as with all of the houses on the northside,




esq. is listed as living at 14 Fitzgibbon Street in Thom’s
Directory of 1894. In 1893








































































































When you travel around the Joyce houses they all look to be of a vaguely similar size, but it is just a
front. As the family moved, their possessions dwindling whilst their number grew, the house fronts
were literal facades.
With a bare interior, the house at Fitzgibbon Street is not described in any detail in Joyce’s writings.


































































































































































































































































































In autumn 1894 the Joyce family moved again, this time 1.8km north to 2 Millbourne Avenue.
We cycle down the short hill that is Fitzgibbon Street, along Jones Road past Croke Park, along
Clonliffe Road and out across the Tolka River for the first time.
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Millbourne Avenue. The Joyce family lived at the end on the right.
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Present Address: Demolished. Now James Joyce Court, Millbourne Avenue, Dublin 9.
Eircode: D09 F8X3
what3words: goad.tribal.cubs
1904 Valuation: 17l. (estimated)
This house at Millbourne Avenue was located just north of the River Tolka in Drumcondra, itself
flowing west to east, to the north of Fitzgibbon Street. It was at the end of a lane, just south of St.
Patrick’s Training College.
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Ordnance Survey Map from 1888 – 1913 showing Millbourne Avenue
In the 1895 Thom’s Directory Joyce,
Mr.
John is listed in the County
Dublin
Directory living at 2
Millbourne Villas on Millbourne Avenue. He seems to have been demoted to being a Mr. rather than




Trades section in 1895 or 1896.
James McKiernan is listed as living in Millbourne Villas in 1894. In 1895 when the Joyce family arrives
it is split into numbers 1 and 2. In 1896 it reverts back to one house occupied by James McKiernan.
In Thom’s
Directory of 1897, Mr. Harry Hilton is living at 1 Millbourne Villas. In 1898 the Villas become
listed separately as Holywell-Villas, under Goosegreen-avenue. St. Catherine’s Well is shown on the
Ordnance Survey map of the period, presumably influencing the name of Hollywell Cottage and
Holywell-Villas. This naming and location in Thom’s
Directories continue until 1912 when they are
once again listed under Millbourne-avenue, together with the beginnings of the new College View
Terrace, which appropriately is a newly constructed terrace facing directly onto the lands of St.
Patrick’s Training College, now a campus of Dublin City University. Sometime in 1959 or
1960 Holywell Villas lose their name and simply become two houses on Millbourne Lane, the name
Stanislaus used for Millbourne Avenue. Dillon Cosgrave (p.40) calls it Milibourne Avenue, formerly Mill
Lane. Thom’s
Directory of 1860 refers to it as Millburne-avenue.




In 1920 they have a valuation of
£17 each. They remained at this valuation into 2007, the rates payable based on the valuation of the
property multiplied by a changing multiplier each year. So it is reasonable to value the house at £17 in
2004. Either way, it shows a decline in the valuation from the previous properties the Joyce family
lived in.
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Stephen meets Heron, Boland
and Nash on the Drumcondra Road and ends up fighting with them on the adjacent Clonliffe Road
about who is the greatest poet, Tennyson or Byron. Stephen is hit with, of all things, a long cabbage
stump.
Not only does Stephen fall out with his classmates about poets, but he also discovers that in
Drumcondra they speak a different language to his Dean of Studies who talks about a funnel, which






















































































































































Stanislaus Joyce confirms that Stephen Dedalus’s tussle with his classmates is based on a real fight






















































































































































































































































































What with Stanislaus fighting again, this time with small locals, I find it amusing that the what3words
reference is goad.tribal.cubs. This is not the last time that I find enjoyment in the chance happenings
of words.
A look at the 1901 census, which you can see here, shows that the labourer M. Duffy lived with his
family at 18 Melbourne Avenue, Drumcondra. A son, P. Duffy is also listed. When Stanislaus Joyce
lived in Millbourne Avenue he was aged about ten or eleven.  But as the P. Duffy listed was 6 in 1901,
he would have been a newborn when Stanislaus lived there. Something isn’t adding up.
Millbourne Avenue is the area most changed since Joyce lived there. New housing estates have
replaced the farms and farmland and little remains of the infrastructure of Joyce’s time there. 2
Millbourne Avenue was demolished in 1998 and apartments called James Joyce Court constructed in
its place. I have given the Eircode for the site. Millbourne Avenue may not have been of great value to
Joyce, but like with many of his former homes, he gave value to it.
In spring 1896 the family away from the cabbage smelling avenue and moved south into the city, 2.1
km to 13 North Richmond Street.
We head back the way we came, heading south on Jones Road before turning east and cycling along
the North Circular Road to North Richmond Street, passing the O’Connells Schools that Joyce
attended briefly, as we do.
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The move to North Richmond Street brought the Joyce family closer to town. North Richmond Street
is just off the North Circular Road. At the junction with the North Circular Road is the Christian
Brothers School that Joyce attended briefly, as did Oliver St. John Gogarty, albeit some four years
ahead of James Joyce.









quickly, which you can read here.
I also write about it in Brown
Imperturbable
Faces, which you can read here.
Many biographers list James Joyce as living at 17 Richmond Street, but a completely different family
of Joyce’s lived there. James Joyce’s family are never listed as living at an address in North
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Richmond Street in Thom’s
Directories.
































































Directories show that in 1888 a John Joyce esq. is listed at this address for the first time
whilst also listed at 42 Sackville Street. He is continuously listed at this address until 1900 when a
Mrs. Joyce is listed. The Glasnevin Cemetery records show that this John Joyce died on January 29th
1899 of intestinal cancer. Oddly listed as single, perhaps the Mrs. Joyce who takes his place at 17
North Richmond Street was not his wife. Mrs. Joyce is last listed here in 1904. In any event, this John
Joyce was not John Stanislaus Joyce, tempting as it is to think he lived a double life.
George A. Mitchell esq. is listed as living in 12 Richmond Street North in Thom’s
Directory in 1895
through 1898. So it is unlikely the Joyce’s lived there. Much more likely they lived in Number 13 as it
is listed as vacant in 1896 and 1897. 
North Richmond Street features throughout Joyce’s writings with mentions in most of his major








































































































































































It is not clear why Mary Dedalus is in number twelve North Richmond street, rather than thirteen, and
in the list in Finnegans
Wake, the house is also listed as number 12. Most likely Joyce has
misremembered the number. Joyce was in good company, Ellmann and others say the Joyce family
moved to 17 North Richmond Street (p. 42).
It seems unusual that North Richmond Street is so influential in Joyce’s work, as he stayed there for
such a short time,
yet several of the stories in Dubliners spring from here.
Late in 1896, the family were on the move again, this time 2.0km northeast to Windsor Avenue, back
across the River Tolka.
We cycle east on the North Circular Road, passing 17 and 21 Richmond Place where Joyce stayed
on one of his infrequent visits back to Dublin, in 1912. We zigzag through the streets on the north
inner city, making our way down Charleville Mall, where Fr. Conmee sees the barge in Ulysses
and the
boys meet up in An
Encounter in Dubliners. We head off as they do travelling north on the North
Strand Road. Joyce stayed with his Aunt Josephine in 1904 at 103 North Strand Road, which is here
rather than in Sandymount. I cycle past knowing I will return to this particular house in a forthcoming
blog post.
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Windsor Avenue is the first of four houses that Joyce lived in from 1896 when he was 14, to 1901
when he was 19, that are all in close proximity to each other, all just to the north of the River Tolka.














































































Like North Richmond Street, Joyce’s last house, Windsor Avenue was originally a cul-de-sac but was
extended northwards to new housing built by Dublin Corporation in the late 1920s.
Having eluded them in 1896 and 1897,
Thom’s


















Trades sections in these years. He also appears listed at this
address in the Valuation Office records.
The house at 29 Windsor Avenue becomes 92
Windsewer
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The smell obviously got to Joyce. The area is much changed from Joyce’s time there, in particular
with the creation of Fairview Park from the exposed and pungent mudflats of the Tolka Estuary, which
features in the rivers in Finnegans
Wake
as follows,
Only for my short Brittas bed made’s as snug as it smells it’s out I’d lep and off with me to the slobs
della Tolka or the plage au Clontarf to feale the gay aire of my salt troublin bay and the race of the
saywint up me ambushure.
James Joyce. Finnegans
Wake (p. 201).
Windsor Avenue was close to the Sewage Tanks and Chemical Manure Works at Ballybough and
Annesley Bridges, as well as the mouth of the River Tolka and the mud flats of Fairview. No wonder








































I have written a blog post about the smells of Dublin, Pprrpffrrppffff, which you can read here.
If you want to stay in a Joyce house you can rent the house at Castlewood Avenue and 29 Windsor
Avenue is sometimes available to stay in as an Airbnb rental. Airbnb rentals are paid in advance, so
someone has learned from John Joyce’s rental shenanigans. You can see the AirBNB link here. It is
listed as James Joyce’s Childhood Home, so why not put up a plaque? Pubs never mentioned by
Joyce do, so why not homeowners?
In May 1899 the family moved again, this time, 1.0km west to Convent Avenue.
As we cycle along Windsor Terrace it strikes me how many of the houses John Stanislaus Joyce
chose to live in were on the edges of Dublin, perhaps he loved the countryside and wanted to be near
it, or perhaps he wanted to keep away from people, landlords, in-laws and their ilk.
We cycle westwards on Fairview Strand passing the Jewish Burial Ground and as we head onto the
Richmond Road.
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The house that Joyce lived in on Convent Avenue is hard to identify. It pops up in Richard Ellmann’s
biography in a very simple, non-descriptive entry as quoted in relation to the four houses in Fairview


















It is not mentioned by Stanislaus or James Joyce anywhere that I can find. Stanislaus leaves one
house out in his descriptions so perhaps this is the one. Tracking it down is difficult.  Joyce’s friend
Constantine Curran mentions John Joyce’s domestic movements in Fairview in
James
Joyce








































































































This paragraph seems to morph into John Wyse Jackson and Peter Costello, John
Stanislaus







































































We will come to Richmond Avenue next but in the meantime, there is Convent Avenue to be
discovered.
In the 1900 Thom’s
Directory there are only 3 houses, as well as the St. Vincent’s Lunatic Asylum
listed on Convent Avenue. John Joyce does not appear in any of the houses and presumably and
hopefully not, in the asylum.
Christopher Fox is listed as living at No. 1 Convent Avenue from 1898 through 1904. John Dowling,
cab and car owner is listed at No. 2 Convent Avenue for the same period. So it is unlikely the Joyce’s
lived at number 1 or number 2 Convent Avenue.
Mr. James Murphy is last listed at No. 3 in Thom’s
Directory in 1900. This means that there was a
change of resident between 1899 and 1900, the period in which the Joyce Family is said to have
stayed in Convent Avenue. In Thom’s
Directory of 1901 new residents are listed at Number 3,  Mr.
John McKay and Mr. T.P. Turkington. It could be that the Joyce family popped into 3 Convent Avenue
between the tenancies of Mr. Murphy and Mr. McKay and Torkington.
As well as new residents the house has a new name, Rose
Cottage. Rose
Cottage was the name of
the Joyce family home in Fermoy County Cork, where the father of John Stanislaus Joyce was born in
1827 and was subsequently the name of the house in Anglesea Street, the Cork City home of John
Stanislaus Joyce.
Rose
Cottage is at the end of Convent Avenue, to the west at the entrance gates of the
Convent. Vivien Igoe thinks it likely that the house that the Joyce’s lived in, is the house on the corner
with Richmond Road, for which the present address is 223 Richmond Road. If this is indeed
the house that Joyce lived in, then technically the address is not on Convent Avenue at all, though the
present front door is. Either way, it is not Rose
Cottage.
Wyse Jackson and Costello in John
Stanislaus
Joyceare of the view that John Stanislaus Joyce (p.
216) worked at Thom’s
Directory in and around 1898. If this is the case then perhaps he kept his
name and address out of it and away from his creditors.
The reference to the French landlord Bosinnet is mysterious. I can find no reference to a Bosinnet in
Thom’s
Directories. Neither can I find one in the Census of 1901 and 1911 or records in the valuation
office. I tried Griffiths
Valuation online with a variety of spelling of Bosinnet for listings in Dublin City
and Dublin County, to no avail. Perhaps Curran has misremembered or misspelt the name. The
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activities Bosinnet is credited with sound like those of the Ulsterman Hughes, who pops up at the
next address. There was a Bonass family living in Richmond Road and perhaps this is the family that
Curran was thinking of. The name is of French Hugenot origin. Henry Bonass was Chief Law Agent
since 1896 and would have been known to John Stanislaus
Maybe none of this matters as in any event, at best the family stay in Convent Lane was short, and
Joyce has not included it in his list of houses sent to Constantine Curran in 1937.
If I wanted to clutch at some straws I could posit that the house at Convent Lane is among all of
those listed in the section above from Finnegans
Wake. Joyce lists most of the houses from his time
on the northside of Dublin in the list so it seems plausible he would have included Convent Lane and






Convent Lane leads to Saint Vincent’s Hospital, formerly St. Vincent’s Lunatic Asylum (Female). The
Hospital website, here, states that in former years it was the home of the Grose family. Perhaps







http://www.finwake.com have any detail on this phrase and I think I am stretching in positing this










Perhaps the Joyces never lived on Convent Avenue, but to quote an old cliché; absence of evidence
is not evidence of absence.
Let’s assume they lived on Convent Avenue and there is more research to be done to find the exact
detils. If so, in the autumn of 1899, the Joyce’s moved for the tenth time, to 13 Richmond Avenue,
some 250m away, their shortest move to date. I have spent a long time researching Convent Lane,
without definitive conclusions, so I am glad to move on, as I am sure, are you.
Con and I cycle up and down Convent Avenue, before turning back onto Richmond Road to go to the
next street to the east, Richmond Avenue.
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House 11: 13 Richmond Avenue. It is now 10 Richmond Avenue and is the white house set back from
the Avenue.

















I thought my research on Convent Lane was convoluted but finding the house on Richmond Avenue
was by far the hardest task, taking months, whilst the overall cycle itself took hours. The avenue is
straight, but my research journey took many twists and turns. I ended up down several rabbit holes
that I was not anticipating. Whilst Joyce’s residential history is mostly well known, with Richmond
Avenue there was a lot to discover.
Joyce lived at 13 Richmond Avenue. As it happens the Joyce family also lived at 13 North Richmond
Street. Neither address brought them much luck.
Richmond Avenue does not appear in the list in Finnegans
Wake, nor does it appear in the list of
addresses given by Paul León to Constantine Curran in his letter of June 2nd 1937. Although Joyce
may have forgotten his time here, he wrote from 13 Richmond Avenue Fairview to William Archer on
28 April 1900, thanking him for his kindness in relation to correspondences with the playwright Henrik
Ibsen.
Knowing that James Joyce definitely lived here and knowing the address was hugely helpful.
Stanislaus does not name the house or the address, but he does describe the house,













































































































































































R. E Hughes esq. is listed at 13  Richmond Avenue in Thom’s
Directory
of 1898, 1899 and 1900, the
property is listed as vacant in 1897 and 1901. Hughes must be the lumbering Ulsterman that
Stanislaus describes. The Joyce and Hughes families must have got on as they moved together to
the next property, the short distance to the north in Royal Terrace, where they can be found in the
Census of 1901.
The census of 1901 lists the west side of the Richmond Avenue as being in Drumcondra and the east
side in Clontart West. The house numbers changed dramatically over the years and I had to
track Thom’s




Almanac’s from 1834 to 1846 to try and find out where the 13 Richmond Avenue of
1899 was located in 2019.
The Valuations Office has books of records for Dublin. In the Drumcondra 1895-1902 Book 1,
Richmond Avenue (West Side) is listed as being in the Townland of Richmond, in the Barony of
Coolock, in the Parish of Clonturk, in the Union of North Dublin and lastly in the Electoral Division of



































At 28l, number 13 had the highest valuation for a house on the street, so that was a significant clue as
to its size.
Michael Butler is listed at this address in Thom’s
Directory immediately after R.E. Hughes left,
occupying it until Thom’s
Directory of 1913 when William Clarke, Building Contractor moved in.
Clarke occupied it until 1952, including when it changed from number 13 to number 10 when the
entire avenue was renumbered when it was incorporated into Dublin City. In Thom’s
Directory
of 1952
lists a change to Hodgins Limited Building contractor.
Despite the fact that most commentators state that the house Joyce lived in on Richmond Avenue
has been destroyed, number 10 Richmond Avenue is still there and this house was formerly number































































The property has been remodelled, but much of it still stands, including the main central section of
the house at number 10. 8a used to more or less mirror number 8. There is a reprofiled roof with an
attic roof and the facade has recently been altered, even since the Google Street images were taken.
If you look at both Google Earth and Google Street View you can look at the property in three
dimensions. You can do likewise with Apple Maps. Like much of the avenue the property is not in
great shape. You can see it on Google Maps here.
Unlike North Richmond Street, I cannot find any direct reference to Richmond Avenue in Joyce’s
writing. I thought it would appear in the list in Finnegans
Wake, but if it is in there I cannot identify it.
The stays at Convent Lane and Richmond Avenue were brief and forgotten by Joyce. Presumably,
this is why they do not appear in his writing in any meaningful way.
Joyce was not the only interesting person to have lived on Richmond Avenue as I found out when I
went through over a century of
Thom’s
Directories.
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Edward Hely lived at 11 Richmond Avenue and is listed in Thom’s
Directories of 1852 to 1859. He
was part of the Hely Stationers, immortalised in Ulysses.
The Company still exists, though on the
Greenhills Road in Walkinstown. Joyce has Leopold Bloom staring work in Wisdom Hely’s, in Dame






























































James Joyce. Ulysses (p. 635).
James Joyce moved to 13 Richmond Avenue in 1899. Some years earlier, on the 18th July 1874,
Charles William St.John Burgess was born in the same house. Like Joyce, he went on to study in
Belvedere College and the Medical School in Cecilia Street, where owing to his families financial































































Few people know who Charles William St.John Burgess was. In 1908 he changed his name to Cathal
Brugha and joined the Irish Republican Brotherhood. Cathal Brugha was to die in the Civil War on
July 7th 1922, a few months after Ulysses was published. The lives of James Joyce and Cathal
Brugha almost intersect, just like the streets named after them in the north inner city.
Joyce didn’t stay long at Richmond Avenue. In May 1900 at the age of 18, he moved with his family
some 180m north, through the laneway to Royal Terrace, bringing the Hughes family with him. You
can walk, or wheel a bicycle through as I do. As we do we pass 31 Richmond Avenue on our left.
I thought I had left Richmond Avenue behind but as I read Thom’s
Directories the list of interesting
people who lived and stayed in this house, formerly 10 Richmond Avenue increased. The connections
between these two houses at 10 and 13 Richmond Avenue, the people who lived in them, their roles
in creating the modern Irish State is fascinating.
It was from this house at 10 Richmond Avenue that Thomas Clarke left, travelling in the opposite
direction that I am travelling, towards the GPO in O’Connell Street to take part in the Easter Rising in


























































































Tom Clarke and his brother in law Ned Daly, the brother of his wife, Kathleen Clarke, both residents of
10 Richmond Avenue, were executed after the Easter Rising. They were the oldest and youngest of














































Notes, (p. 482, 535) spoke with Alf MacLochlainn, Keeper of
Manuscripts in the National Library of Ireland in the summer of 1964, who suggested that this quote
might refer to meetings in Tom Clarke’s shop in Great Britain Street. This seems possible but unlikely.
Clarke did not return from America until 1908 when he opened his first shop at 55 Amiens Street on
the 14th February, opening another at 75a Parnell Street, formerly Great Britain Street, a year later. As
Joyce left Ireland in 1904 it is unlikely he ever met Clarke.
Thom’s
Directory lists T.J. Clarke at 10 Richmond Avenue in 1916. William A. Mambrum is listed
in Thom’s
Directory




Traders section but no information is given as to what he which of these he might be.
In 1919 when house number 10 has changed to 31 Richmond Avenue, P.S. Hegarty is listed as the
resident in Thom’s
Directory. The P.S. Hegarty listed is, in fact, P.S. O’Hegarty, who was commonly
known as Sarsfield. He was a classmate of Terence McSwiney, in the North Monastery in Cork. He
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O’Hegarty is listed at 31 Richmond Avenue for a single year. In 1920 Thom’s
Directory lists Mrs. T. J.
Clarke, Tom Clarke’s widow at 31 Richmond Avenue and she remains listed here until Thom’s

























































































In 1918 Kathleen Clarke was arrested in Richmond Avenue by two G-Men and was taken to Holloway
Prison where she spent time with Constance Markievicz and Maud Gonne MacBride. Kathleen Clarke
and Constance Markievicz made a very unlikely and decidedly odd couple in prison. In her
biography Revolutionary














































































The trio were joined in prison by Hanna Sheehy-Skeffington, a childhood friend of James Joyce and
widow of his University friend Francis Sheehy-Skeffington who was murdered by a British Officer
during the rising.  Hanna’s sister Mary married another University friend of Joyce’s Tom Kettle, who
was killed in France in the Great War.
When Constance Markievicz was released, she picked up living with Kathleen Clarke in Richmond


































In 1918 Countess Markievicz was to be the first woman to be elected to the House of Commons and
Kathleen Clake was to become the first female Lord Mayor of Dublin in June 1939. Joyce had several
connections with Lord Mayors of Irish cities.






Place, on a postcard to his brother Stanislaus on 27th August 1920, when MacSwiney was in
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The church of Saint Peter and Saint Paul, where Terence MacSwiney was baptised is located just off
and to the north of Patrick’s Street in the centre of Cork City and is where James Joyce’s paternal
grandparents, James Augustine Joyce and Ellen O’Connell, were married on February 28th, 1848.








Peter Paul McSwiney, who owned Clerys Department Store, was Lord Mayor of Dublin. He was a
relative of Daniel O’Connell’s and was a first cousin of John Stanislas Joyce mother, Ellen O’Connell.
Clerys is on O’Connell Street and is mentioned in Ulysses.
Joyce was also a good friend in University
with George Clancy, later the Mayor of Limerick who was murdered by the Auxiliaries in 1921. He










friendly with Tim Harrington, another Corkman who was Lord Mayor of Dublin between 1901 and
1904, and who wrote a letter of introduction for James Joyce for his travels in Europe. In return finds
him a position in Ulysses.
P.S. O’Hegarty wrote the short memoir of his friend Terence MacSwiney in 1920 and it was first
published in 1922, the same year as Ulysses.
As well as his connections to O’Hegarty who lived in 10
Richmond Avenue, Terence MacSwiney had connections to Cathal Brugha who was born in 13
Richmond Avenue.

















































































Not only were Terence MacSwiney and Cathal Brugha friends and comrades, their children, Maire
MacSwiney and Ruairí Brugha married each other in Cork in July 1945.
It turns out there was a lot more in Mac Swiney’s friend, P.S. O’Hegarty, than Tom Clarke supposed,
for as well as a biography of MacSwiney he also wrote one of the first favourable reviews
of Ulysses in Ireland. The review was published in The
Separatist
in September 1922. O’Hegarty also
admired Yeats, and his daughter Gráinne Ni hEigeartaigh married Yeats son, Michael. P.S. O’Hegarty






































































































































































































I have copied out the review in full and if you would like to read it you can click here.
As well as the patriots listed above in connection with Richmond Avenue, James Joyce had well-
known connections to Arthur Griffith, founder of Sinn Féin. I had not realised Joyce’s connections to
numerous patriots all trying to create a new Ireland. Joyce chose an alternative path, one that I hope
to return to.
Dublin was a small town and it seems that everyone knew everyone. For the moment we cycle on
trying to find what edge of Dublin the city the elusive John Stanislaus Joyce has hidden away in.
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The Joyce and Hughes families moved to 8 Royal Terrace in May 1900. The Terrace was renamed
Inverness Road after the Joyce family left. Names of roads and streets in Dublin and the changes,
particularly after 1916 are complicated.
There is no reference to Inverness
Road in the 1903 Thom’s
Directory. In 1904 the former Rutland-
place, Houses 1-8, become Inverness
Road numbers 17-24, which are listed as a subset of Royal
Terrace. In the 1917 Thom’s




1947 is the first year that Inverness
Road appears as a full listing in Thom’s
Directory,
in the


















Fairview is listed in the 1901 Thom’s
Directory.
Mrs. Annie Talbot is listed at 8 Royal Terrace in Thom’s
Directory 1900. The property is listed as
vacant in Thom’s
Directory 1902. Once again the Joyce stay was short, but memorable.





section for the last six years
Joyce,
John
Mr. reappears at 8
Royal-terrace for the next four, 1901, 1902, 1903 and 1904.
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This quote from the list in Finnegans
Wake
is straightforward as is the reference to Shutter
up, which










with the woman screeching behind the wall in the land behind



















































The Joyce family stayed the night of Sunday 31st March 1901. You can see the census details on the
National Archives website here.
The ages of the children, the oldest being James at 19, are listed as
19, 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, and 9. Not listed are May Joyce’s first born and two miscarriages.
The list of children and short timespan between their births gives some idea of the physical strain that
would have affected May Joyce’s body, never mind the mental anguish of providing for all of ten
children in diminished circumstances.
As well as all of the Joyce’s, Robert E. Hughes, previously of Richmond Avenue. and his wife
Rebecca E. Hughes and daughter Gertrude E. Hughes are also listed as living in the house at 8 Royal
Terrace. You can see the details here. Who knows what the middle initial E. stood for, but they were
all listed as Episcopalians.
There are a few interesting things to note on the census form. James and Stanislaus are listed as
being the only members of the family able to speak Irish. Only the last child, Mabel was born in the
City of Dublin, giving a direct indication of how John Stanislaus liked to live on the edge of town.



















































































































































The next move took the Joyce family quite a distance from the cluster of houses by the Tolka, this
time 2.5 km to the west, beside the Royal Canal.
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Glengarriff Parade is a narrow street running east-west from the North Circular Road to the Royal




















John is listed as living at Glengariff-parade in the Thom’s
Directory of 1903. He is really





Terrace. He is never




Traders section at this address.
When Joyce lived in Glengarriff Parade the house was number 32. The street was renumbered and











Dublin. He travels to all of the same houses, but by public transport instead of by bicycle. Not only
does the number on the house change but the spelling of Glengarriff varies, with different numbers of
the letters r and f used by different people, including me.


























































































































































James Joyce’s young brother George died in the house at Glengarriff Parade on 3rd May 1902, at the
age of 14. In Stephen
Hero, the death is fictionalised as that of Stephen Daedalus’s young sister
Isabel. Joyce also wrote some epiphanies in relation to George, but this house is largely ignored in his









































































The death of George does not get dramatised in any of Joyce’s major published works and the house
is not named in the list in Finnegans
Wake.  Perhaps it was too traumatic for Joyce to recreate the
scene and his memories of the house were not happy ones. George died of peritonitis, which Joyce
himself was later to die from. Tragic as the death of his brother George was in this house, his mother
May was to die in the next, his last one.
In October 1902, James Joyce made this last house move with his family, moving 800m due west to
7 St. Peter’s Terrace.
House 14: 7 Saint Peter’s Terrace, Cabra.
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This was the last Joyce Family home that James Joyce lived in.










































This is also the last house that we cycle to, though we still have to cycle home. A hundred yards to
the north is Dalymount Park, home of Bohemians Football Club. I am feeling pleased about the length
of our cycle before I realise that Oliver St. John Gogarty would cycle to here from school at
Clongowes Wood, play a game of football and cycle back again. It is about the same distance overall,











in the 1903, 1904 and 1905
Thom’s
Directories.




















In 1905 the last time
he appears in this section it is at his house at 7 St. Peter’s Terrace.
The house number has been changed as has the name of the road. Joyce and others referred to the
house as being in Cabra, today it would more commonly be referred to as being in Phibsborough.
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After James left, John Joyce remained with the dwindling family members for a few years before
moving on.
In the 1911 Census of Ireland, John Stanislaus Joyce, Civil Service Pensioner is listed as living in 20
Sackville Place with his daughters Florence and Mabel Anna, boarding in a house with 12 others. You
can see the return here.
James Joyce left for France from this house in December 1902, returning when his mother became ill.
He returned to Saint Peter’s Terrace in April 1903 before leaving in December 1903 for 60 Shelbourne
Road on the south side of the city. He lived in a succession of houses for brief periods before leaving
permanently for the Continent with Nora Barnacle in October 1904.
















Joyce mentions the house in his list in Finnegans





















This is the third family member that Stephen has thought of in houses that James Joyce lived in, each
one kneeling and kindling fires for him.
Despite the increasing poverty of life as he and his family made their way to Cabra, it was the source



















































































Travelling to each of these houses in succession, the decline in the Joyce family standing is quite
evident. Much of the references above relate to Stephen Dedalus and the poverty of his surroundings
together with biographical commentaries from Joyce family members about the decline in
circumstances. It is one thing to read it, quite another to experience it as we have on our cycle.
The houses his family lived in meant a great deal to Joyce. He mentions the ones he lived in, but he
also references others such as Ontario Terrace overlooking the Grand Canal where his parents lived
and his mother gave birth for the first time.  He brings the experiences of his houses and their
environs with him, in the way he carried the family portraits with him as he travelled through Europe,
accompanied as he was by his ever-present piece of Ireland, Nora Barnacle.
Much as James Joyce described the reality of his residential experiences in Dublin he leaves it to
Bloom in Ulysses


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In April 1904, eight months after the death of his Mother May, James Joyce left the depleted Joyce
family home for good. He returned for brief periods to stay with his father, notably in Fontenoy Street,
but he was never again to live in the family home. He had made a new family with Nora Barnacle, and
the continent of Europe was where they would live.
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